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“Zandoodle” Zanfirico Goblets
Zanfirico cane goblets are a new twist 
on classical cane goblets. Price is de-
termined by shape and complexity of 
the cane and stem. “Zandoodle” gob-
lets are available in many more stem 
and bowl configurations than shown. 
Tallest goblet pictured is 11”.

Price ranges from $125 to $250 
Samples shown: A & B $175, 
C, D & E $225, F & G $150. A
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Gossamer Glass Studios is excited to introduce you to our new line of fantastic 
functional art glass.  Zanfirico cane is used in much of our work this year because 
we think it’s “Zane Freaking cool!”  Zanfirico is a term used to describe the twisted 
colored cane used in many of our pieces. To see more of our glass, visit us on the web 
at: www.inspirationfarm.com 

Gold Stem Goblets with Handles
These colored goblets feaure Italian influenced 
24K gold stems and classical handles with rich 
colored cups and feet.  For the simply irresist-
able, select our unsurpassed calcedonia glass 
shown in sample B. Colored cup $75, Calcedo-
nia Cup $80 Samples shown: A, C & D $75,  B 
$80
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These goblets feature Italian influenced 24K gold stems 
and classical handles with Zanfirico cups and feet. All 
Samples shown: $125 ea.

Zanfirico Gold Stem Goblets with Handles Simple Gold Stem Goblets

Clear goblets with 24K gold stems.  
Goblets are approximately 9” tall. Priced at $60 each.
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Dolphin & Dragon Stem Goblets 
with Contemporary Flair!

In homage to great glass masters of the past, Bri-
an creates mythical dragons, serpents & stylized 
dolphin goblets. The tallest dragon stem goblet 
pictured is 10”  & dolphin stems are 6”- 10” tall.
Dragon stems are priced from $175 to $300
Clear or colored cup (A, C) $175 Calcedonia Cup 
$180. Zanfirico cup (B, I) $225
Dolphin stems are priced from $125 to $250. 
Clear or colored cup $125 Calcedonia Cup $130 
Zanfirico cup (D,E, F, G,H) $175

For more cool Art Glass, check 
out our special collectors pieces. 
Reversal, Mosaic, and Encalmo 

Urns ranging from $800 - $5000. 
Check our website!

www.inspirationfarm.com
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These extraordinary little zanfirico cane bowls are de-
signed to be intriguing as well as functional. Use them for 
desert or just keep small nick knacks in them. Sizes are 4” 
diameter by 2” tall
Priced at $38.50 each and $440 per dozen.  

Gossamer Glass Studio wants 
to help you in your marketing 
efforts. We provide color 
promotional artist cards with 
our products.  Our friendly sales 
staff will be happy to help you 
place an order or answer any of 
your questions. All of Gossamer 
Glass pieces are signed and 
dated origionals, Satisfaction is 
Guaranteed! 

Visit our website to see more 
wonderfull glass!  www.

inspirationfarm.com

Zanfirico Desert Bowls

These one of a kind perfumes are definitely a find!  
Delicately sculpted handles accent the elegant con-
tour of the bottle.  A flameworked stopper completes 
the piece with an air tight seal, perfect for that 
luxurious essence. 
Approximately 6-7” Tall. 
Price: $125 to $350 determined by complexity of 
piece. Samples shown: A  $125, B & C $175.
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Doodle Stem Perfumes!
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Zanfirico Vases 
From the Wild side!

Wildly elaborate zanfirico 
cane vases in three practi-
cal shapes. 
These show well with 
a selection of our cane 
bowls and desert cups!
Tallest  pictured is 11”
Tall classicals (A & B) 
$150, long-neck bud 
vase (C) $125 and a 
cylinder (D) $95. 
Choose your colors and 
shapes.  
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These beautiful reticello bowls are crafted using tradi-
tional techniques and contemporary colors. Small and 
precious! 

Sizes are 6” diameter by 3” tall  Priced at $120

Reticello Bowls

These bowls just ache to be gazed into.  Vibrantly colored 
bowls accented with whimsical murrini and cane.  Bowls 
are 5” in diameter and 5” tall. 
Stellar Pattern $42.50 each or $490.per Dozen.
Floral Pattern $47.50 each or $550. per dozen.

Dreamtime Bowls


